
Professional products for perfect styling

StylePro

HairCare
Get salon-worthy hairstyles at home
Choose a new look every day
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Our hair care range 
at a glance
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New products: HC 100 Excellence and HT 75 Hair Curler

The innovative technology in the new HC 100 Excellence 
Hair Dryer opens up a whole new world of styling. 
Thanks to the strong targeted airflow and integrated ion 
function, your hair is dried quickly and gently with a sleek, 
smooth finish. To complete your look, the HT 75 Automatic 
Hair Curler is the perfect tool to create gorgeous texture 
and bounce.

Powerful everyday hero
The high-end hair dryer impresses with its 
ultra-lightweight housing (approx. 360 g 
without cable) made of elegant poly-
carbonate and its versatile accessories.

Defined curls in no time
You don’t have to be a 
professional to enjoy beautiful 
curly hair! The rotating HT 75 
Automatic Hair Curler curls your 
hair with minimal effort, section 
by section.

Includes magnetic styling nozzle 
and diffuser attachment for easy 
changeovers.

NEW

HT 75  
Automatic Hair Curler

Watch the product video

NEW
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HC 45 Ocean
Drying and styling

HS 50 Ocean
Very gentle hair straightening

The new StylePro Ocean HairCare range will help you achieve  
even more professional styles in the comfort of your own home.  
The appliances are comfortable to hold thanks to their soft-touch 
surface and make hair care easy. For healthy, great-looking hair 
with a silky shine.

StylePro Ocean – top results with  
a stunning turquoise design

Hair styling that WOWs
The range includes a hair dryer, volumising hair dryer 
brush and hair straightener, all in a trendy turquoise 
shade. It’s a highlight for anyone who loves modern, 
elegant design – and makes it even more fun to create  
soft waves and sophisticated looks.

StylePro Ocean

HC 35 Ocean
Compact design
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How it works – safe and easy:

1. Gently glide the split end trimmer through the hair 
affected by splitting

2. Fine, fraying hair is precisely trimmed
3. The cut hair is collected in the in-built catch tray

Get great-looking hair without a trip to the salon: with the 
split end trimmer, you can remove split ends easily and 
effectively. The HT 22 removes fraying, broken hair at the 
tips without damaging healthy hair, revealing smooth, shiny 
hair without losing length.

Silky smooth hair 
without split ends

Split end trimmer

HT 22 Split End Trimmer
for silky smooth hair
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Romantic, summery  
or glamorous

Curls to fall in love with 
Expertly styled luscious waves! Let us inspire you – we’re 
sure you’ll find your new favourite look. Create beach 
waves, natural waves, mermaid waves or finger waves 
with the HT 65 Wave Styler.

Hair styling

Beach wavesClassic finger waves

Natural waves & 
mermaid waves

HT 60
With 7 interchangeable attachments

HT 65
Wave Styler

Multi-functional stylers for every occasion
Need smooth hair for your morning meetings but also 
extravagant curls for the perfect evening look? Multi-
functional stylers are versatile enough to make that wish 
come true. 7 interchangeable attachments make it easy  
to create virtually any look – with just one device.
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HC 50
With Triple Ionic Function

HC 55
With ion function

With ion technology
No more bad hair days! Hair dryers with an ion function are a real 
insider tip to perfect your hair care routine. They leave your hair 
sleek and shiny and stop flyaways and frizz. The Triple Ionic Function 
provides the ion technology in 3 stages – for every hair type and 
gentle styling.

More than just hot air – 
the perfect hair dryer

Hair dryer with ion technology
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HC 80
With AC motor and 
Triple Ionic Function
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HC 25
With fold-in handle

HC 30
Particularly powerful

HC 35
Compact design

HC 17
With fold-in 
handle

HC 60
ECO technology

Ideal for travelling
A travel hair dryer is ideal for hotel stays or after the 
gym or a swim. With power outputs that rival their larger 
counterparts and a fold-in handle or compact design, 
our three travel-sized models are perfect for when 
you’re on the go.

Powerful & efficient
The HC 30 has a power output of 2400 watts 
and dries thick hair particularly quickly. If 
you prefer ECO technology instead, look 
no further than the HC 60. With 
energy consumption of just 1400 
watts, it delivers full power (2000 
watts) while saving energy.   

Travel 
companion

Travel companions & powerful hair dryers
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HS 30
With variable 
temperature settings

HS 15
With variable 
temperature settings

HS 20
Battery-powered and cordless

HS 100
Ready to use in just 
12 seconds

HS 80
With Triple Ionic 
Function

Whether your hair is short or 
long – it needs to be smooth

Sophisticated looks for every occasion
Hair straighteners elegantly shape unruly or frizzy hair, and 
Beurer’s products make this simpler than ever thanks to 
their titanium, tourmaline, keratin or ceramic coating. Hair 
straighteners with a fast heating function are ready to use 
immediately, and variable temperature settings allow you 
to individually adjust the heat to suit your hair type.

HS 60
With ion function and 
ceramic coating

Gentle hair 
straightening
Thanks to the HS 60 
Hair Straightening 
Brush, you can achieve 
great-looking straight 
hair with just one brush 
stroke.

Your travel companion
The handy HS 20 Cordless Hair 
Straightener fits in any handbag and is 
your ideal daily styling companion for 
when you’re on the go.

RECHARGEABLE

BATTERY

Hair straighteners
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HT 50
Hot Air Brush incl. 3 attachments

HT 80
Rotating Hot Air Brush

HT 10
Detangling Brush with ion function

Brushing and styling 
in one step
Gently detangled hair
The HT 10 gently detangles your hair, tackling knots without 
causing damage. The ion function gives your hair extra shine 
during brushing and prevents static charge to reduce 
annoying frizz.

Hot air brush for great volume
The HT 50 and HT 80 Hot Air Brushes dry and style your hair 
at the same time. Unruly strands or natural curls are tamed, 
with various attachments adding volume from the roots.

Hairbrushes
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Beurer GmbH. Soeflinger Strasse 218. 89077 Ulm. Germany
Tel. +49 731/39 89-0. Fax. +49 731/39 89-139. www.beurer.com 
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Discover more products!
Visit www.beurer.com

Highlights
for health & 
well-being


